
LITERARY CONSULTANCY

THE COFFEEHOUSE
WRITER

MINI ASSESSMENT
Receive feedback on an idea up to 15,000 words,

including a short summary This assessment will advise

you on the potential of your idea, how the opening

page hooks the reader. Let's get excited about  more

ideas!

Email feedback on manuscript and an hour chat. £150

Two page report  only £180

Report, manuscript mark-up and chat £250.

BETA READING
For those who want feedback from a readers

perspective then a relaxing chat over coffee and cake.

We'll still talk about all those finer points that need to

be included  but without a formal report.

Up to 40, 000 words £220

Over 40,000 words @ £5.50 per 1,000 words.

SUBMISSION/ 
SELF PUBLISH READY
Your manuscript has been read, you have received

feedback, and completed your edits. You are now

ready to self publish or submit to a publisher. We will

talk over the options, you can decide what is best for

you. We will look at writing a synopsis, cover letter and

a bio, that makes you stand out. 

£190 for an hour chat plus email support and feedback.

INDEPTH REPORT
This is the big one, 4 to 6 pages detailing everything

from the first page, to character analysis, plot,

structure, dialogue, theme, tone and genre, pace and

the quality of your writing. Once you have had time to

read the report, we'll chat and suggest edits

One hour chat.

Up to 40,000 words  £300

Over 40, 000 words £7.50 per 1,000 words.

MENTORING
From the successful novel in a year course to one2one

coaching there are options that will work for you.

Individual sessions are tailored around what you need

from learning the basics to becoming published.

£60 per hour.

DEVELOPMENT
Have a great idea but unsure where it can go?

Development looks at your story, how your write, and

helps you reach a plot that fulfils your original idea and

expands it further. This is really handy if you are writing

a series. 

£95 per hour with summary of ideas.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

VIS IT AT WWW.THECOFFEEHOUSEWRITER.COM

feedback@thecoffeehousewriter.com


